[Cellular effects of electric shock. Definitions, physical principles, cellular electrophysiology and morphological analysis of the shocked areas].
In this experimental study the electrophysiological changes induced by electric discharges such as used clinically in some arrhythmias refractory to the usual treatments were investigated. With energies comprised between 2 and 80 joules profound modifications of the electrophysiological properties of muscle cells and conduction were observed. These modifications included loss of resting potential, inactivation of the fast sodium flux, increase in refractory periods of conduction and disorders of conduction through the shocked areas with, at most, complete block sometimes reversible when low-energy currents were used. With the same amounts of energy these effects were maximal when the current traversed tissues positioned between the electrodes and decreased in all other cases. Usually, with currents of 10 joules or more all electric activity ceased in a radius of about one centimetre around the shocked area.